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Normally I write about the negative effects of the frequencies coming from many elektrosmog sources. 
But special frequencies can have a healing effect.

We, my wife and I, have a life-long experience with homeopathy.
We also have 16 years experience with a number of Bioresonance or frequency therapy ma-
chines, of dutch, swiss, English, and Russian makings. The problem there is a good diagnostics. 

As a building biology engineer, I have 16 years experience with measuring houses, observing 
electrosensitive persons, performing a lot of try-and-error studies in order to *heal* electrosensitivity.

My wife was a heavy electrosensitive person once, but I could *heal* her this way.
I studied very deep in the causes why some persons became electrosensitive and others did not.
That is a point many others have overlooked.
Because we have a large experience with health, and ways how to improve that, and succeeded to 
do that, I looked at ways to find acceptable means of measuring health.
Because I have a large amount of measuring meters and equipment, among them also extraordinary 
items, for instance for measuring aura’s and even make bio-energy fields visible, I researched further 
for ways to measure persons, but in a non-invasive way:
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I started with this Biomarkers system, which shows 240 Biomarkers within 2 minutes.
For me, the Electromagnetic Radiation Factor there gave me prompt information about the status of an 
electrosensitive person. This factor reaction was instant. Other factors, like the Fat Content of the Liver 
took more time to show changes. We then started with a Diacom machine, a real *Brains Machine.* 
With it, we learned how it works, what can be achieved, and what not.
The Diacom is straight forward, and not too complicated.
I showed my Diacom to a sick electrosensitive person, who benefits so much by it, that they
acquired a Diacom themselves.
We then took the step of acquiring a Vector system, which I bought in the USA.
The Vector software can do a lot more than the Diacom, but is also more complicated.
Because I was not happy at all about the support from Vector in the USA, and my mails to Mos-
cow were not answered at all, I looked further and found the LRIS, which works also with Vector 
software. Compared to the VectorNLS, the LRIS is not expensive. 
Because the person with the Diacom wanted a second machine, I advised to buy a Vector, but not 
the VectorNLS but the LRIS. Because they are happy with it, I now also have a LRIS. 

So it became my opinion, that electrosensitive persons do have a damaged immune system. 
That resulted in my 30-pointsplan to repair this damaged immune system.
For that I invented the ClaeSmog, the world’s first Rife Frequency Therapy Device, which works 
with Longitudinal Waves, or Tesla Waves, or Hyperschall as Gebbensleben calls it.
See: 
Although the text is in dutch, the Hyperschall Powerpoints are in German, and the photo’s do 
explain a lot also.
By accepting that longitudinal waves exist, many phenomena can be explained logically, for which 
no reasonable explanations were given previously. 
It is with this knowledge that I was able to shield the Diacom, Vector and LRIS cabinets, because 
otherwise electrosensitive persons ran away and took shelter for the radiating longitudinal waves.

Every time my wife stated that she *felt* something, I tried to measure and locate the source.
Because I publish my own publication *het bitje* as a free e-magazine, and I have written a lot 
about measuring devices and meters, I have among others a large amount of prototypes of meters 
and antennas, which are very handy. So I can find elektrosmog sources, others cannot detect.
I am quite familiar which specific frequencies do harm persons, and they are different from what 
most people think.

Water is a carrier that can hold a lot of information. (Several scientists have proven that.)
That is the reason why homeopathic works. Such water works when specific frequencies, or fre-
quency curves as a NLS system uses, are placed in it.
Through the years we have had very good results with our Bioresonance machines, but it is our seri-
ous opinion, that the NLS systems are the future, and do give much better results.
Especially when one gets a little of age, a number of small defects in health do appear, which can 
be treated very successfully.
Quite striking is the fact, that you can see what is creeping up on you, not only now, but also in the 
near future. And that you are now in a position to handle that. In any case postpone it.
Normally when you see your doctor, it is commonly too late.
The self-made medicine’s work great, when chosen and made correctly, as I mention later on.

I do participate in quite a number of different international forums.
Giving support and tips is something I have always given, but now it is in one place since I have 
formed my own forum. There are a number of different items, also a chapter for elektrosmog and 
electrosensitivity, where questions can be asked. 
There are no stupid questions; but stupid answers may be possible.
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When starting with a NLS system as a novice, it is not easy to understand everything involved.
That’s why I started this forum to help you with sharing our experiences.
Everything I post there is my personal view, based on experience, given under good faith, but is 
certainly no law. Corrections are always welcome.

Computers
Here my advice for running Windows without trouble.

There you can down load the latest version of Total Commander.
Install it somewhere on your computer, choose the language of your choice, and run it.
It is very handy, and lets you copy, rename, erase, zip, etc. in a jiffy.

First of all, see that on C:\ only Windows with the necessary Program Files and Documents is 
present.
This, so that C:\ is as small as possible. That way back-ups are not too large.
All other programs and documents should be installed and placed on another partition of hard 
disk.
I have even placed the Swap file of Page file on another partition.
So, the C: partition is as small as possible, some 70GB. There must always be enough space. F.i. for 
defragmentation.
Every month I make a backup of C: to an external USB hard disk.
When Windows strikes, there is always something wrong in the System files. When that happens 
(occasionally) I simply restore a backup from the USB hard disk to C:. Everything will be over writ-
ten, and works fine again.
It happens very seldom, that a program on another partition strikes. Problems are always on C:\, 
and most of the time hard to find. Sometimes an update or driver may create havoc. And always on 
a weekend when all computershops are closed.
I use Norton Ghost for making backup’s. He *sees* external USB drives.

So every time I want to install a new program, I always choose for custom install. That way I can 
choose the place where this program will be installed.

Vector software *Brains machines*
Here I try to explain my experiences with Brain Machines, like the Diacom. VectorNLS and 

LRIS.
The machines as well as the software are excellent tools, as I will report later on.

While the Diacom software is straight forward and relatively easy to use, both VectorNLS and LRIS 
use the Vector software, which is not so simple to use, and needs some instructions.

The support by VectorNLS however is disappointing.
Sure, they tell you which button to press, but the finer details about the program they do not 
know.
They want you to install Teamviewer, which I refuse, because I do not want somebody else snoop-
ing inside my computer.

I made some translations into dutch, and asked VectorNLS which files among the 1 GB do contain 
these translations. The answer to this simple question took a lot of many angry e-mails.
I have asked a lot of technical questions, which they just did not understand. 
None of my hints and suggestions for improving the Vector software were implemented.
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It is also curious, how they manage updates.
Most software companies do label their updates, and there are even software programs, that check 
if an update is available. That way, you always know that you have the latest version. And most 
software companies tell you where you can down load the latest version.

Not so with VectorNLS. They have a very old version on their website. You have to ask the office in 
the USA whether there is an update. Only then, they give you a link for down loading.
However, all updates do have the same version number: 3.0.0.63 that is for the Expert_exe.
The Vector03.exe is different.
Even a 3.0.0.66 is older than a 3.0.0.63!
Even the exe-files, when clicking right with the mouse, Properties do not show a difference.
I can only differ between the versions by looking at the date I down loaded them.

Contrary to what VectorNLS says, it is quite possible to 
have several versions on your computer.
Sure, Vector is installed in a map Vector03, on a parti-
tion of your choosing. But if you want to install another 
version, just copy the map Vector03 to another place and 
rename it, to f.i. Vector04.
From within that map, you should make new shortcuts, 
one for Expert and one for Vector03, and rename them 
accordingly. Then you can install the update, which places 
himself in Vector03. All done with TotalCommander.
I have found quite a number of flaws in the Vector pro-
gramming, and had lengthy discussions with their Sup-
port. The before last update did show the etalon points 
outside the image.

And with each update the number of scanning objects becomes smaller.
One may question why they have two separate programs, Vector and Expert, and have not com-
bined functions.
What lacks in Expert is the possibility for Deleting by Date, and Deleting by Research.
I also miss there System. It has Groups of Organs one can choose from.
Normally in Expert, all items are listed among each other, and not classified.
I did that in the long list myself. So everything of the Head together, everything of the Eyes to-
gether, etc.

You may only have praises, but critical comments are not welcome. Normal questions are not un-
derstood.
Last week of October they started a Vector forum. I posted there the question about numbering 
the updates.
I also asked what is the difference between Cell Membranes C. K and W.
I was promptly banned from the forum, which I see as a declaration of war.
So now I have my own forum, where I can write what I want, and as I see it.
And give some advice how to handle. Read also the chapter about Computers.

I use quite a number of different versions of Vector. The Support claims that they 
are all the same, but that is not the case. The latest versions do have less and less 
items.
For instance, an important item, in my eyes, is the Sagittal Thoracotomy. For a man 
this is not available. In order to use it, I must register myself as new woman patient, 
because it is only available for women. In older versions it is present for men.
The Sagittal Thoracotomy: 
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Sure, they know which button to press, but they lack knowledge about treatment, as a therapist.

Nobody had ever seen, that some items are reversed. For instance, the Longitudinal Sections of the 
Kidneys. If you look in the database, what they call Left, is there marked Right.

So, if you are scanning and/or treating some organs, which are left and 
right, treat both.
Vector can show a nice aura around your body, but if I click on Print, an 
empty paper comes out of my printers.

Scanning among different software versions do also result in different values (2-6) in the images, 
and even more in the values of the analysis.
I am sorting that out.

Avoiding problems with the software.
It is wise to make a backup of the map Basedat, the database inside the Vector03 map. Place 

this backup somewhere on a partition. Do that on a regular basis.

Inside the map Vector03, there are two programs.
Vector03.exe and Vector_Expert.exe
Vector_Expert is the better one and advised to use.
Vector_Expert and Vector03 do use the same database. So what you have done in Expert, can be 
used also in Vector03 and visa versa.
It is also a good idea of making a backup of the work you have done.
You do that by clicking on *Save to Disk*.
Here comes TotalCommander handy. Press F7 and make somewhere on a partition a map, named 
f.i. Data Vector, and in this map a map with for instance the date of today, f.i. 20141028.
When pressing Save to Disk, look below and search the map 20141028 and make a backup.

When the list of scans and treatments gets too long, you can erase them.
That can be done in two ways.
Now you go to Vector03, NOT to Expert_exe, but to Vector03.exe.
Here are two options:
- delete by date
- delete research.
Be careful for deleting by date, because there in the calendar it says:
*All researches done BEFORE this date will be deleted*.
But the deleting includes also the research of TODAY.
So you should use a day BEFORE Yesterday.
(Remember you have already made a backup via *Save to Disk*, and you can easily restore earlier 
findings.)
Be aware that not the data of this patient will be deleted, but ALL data of ALL patients will be 
gone.
Now, Deleting by Research will let you delete each line in the list. 
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You have to activate the line, press Delete Research, and press Enter.
This for each line. So you can clean up the list, and let some items stay in place, and for instance 
only treatments get erased. It is a painstakingly job.
That way you can have original scans stay and get rid of treated items or Vegetotest’s.

Diacom or 3D-NLS
The Diacom NLS is a straight-forward machine that scans a lot of body parts, organs, cells 

and chromosomes, etc. The handling is not complicated. Its own software is designed for a laptop, 
and therefore the software does need lower screen resolutions, like 1280 x 1024 pixels. It will not 
run on 1920 x 1080, because than the lower part of the screen is falling outside the monitor. It 
needs a square screen.
The software determines the amount of energy in the items.
Where there is insufficient energy, it can be raised to a certain amount.
In the analysis, Pathology, Microorganism’s are to be found, plus other stuff.
So certain diseases as well as microorganism’s are to be seen in the analysis.
The values in the analysis do show the seriousness, how long it is there, and gives indication what 
is coming in the near future. 
With a Vegetotest, it can be checked whether the body (immune system) can handle things. If there 
is a weakening or strengthening.
There is a large library for a.o. allopathic and homeopatic drugs. Their curves are already inversed in 
the library. It is so possible to produce your own medicine, after a Vegetotest has checked whether 
it is good or bad for you. This Vegetotest tests the drug against an organ.
Diacom has only one mode of treatment, Frequency-Therapy.
There are organs, cell’s, tissues, bones, even chromosomes.

Compared to Vector-like machines, the Diacom is not complicated but easy in use, and straight-
forward.  This 3D-NLS is made in China.

Vector software
The Vector software can do what the Diacom can, but much more.

Vector software is used on the hardware of the VectorNLS as well as the LRIS.
First of all, Vector has much more items from which one can choose from.
Although the latest updates do have much less.
The libraries are larger and have more items. There are organs, cell’s, tissues, bones, chromosomes, 
microorganism’s, RNA and some 312 DNA samples. 
A number of microorganism’s can be separately scanned and treated.
Where pathogen’s can be treated with the Protective mode, so the energy level will be increased.
In Protective mode microorganism’s are treated also. But stubborn microorganism’s can be treated 
in the Destructive mode, so that their energy level can be decreased, so that they are starved of 
energy.
Vector has two types of treatment; 
- The Auto Correction. Here you can scan several objects one after another in a series.
- The Meta Correction. This goes for one scan each time. It is slower than the Auto Correction, 
but more precise and more effective.

Personally, I treat a small number of items 4 or 6 times in Auto Correction, and then a few times 
in Meta Correction, and see that with the last correction the red curve is below the blue line.  
That way the values in the Analysis are higher. Most of the times.
You must realise, that after a treatment, or Correction, and when you close the program, that it is 
not over and out. Certainly not. Our body has to work on it, and the received frequencies (by the 
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headphone) are still working inside your body. Perhaps for hours.  
It is possible that a number of toxins are released, so you should drink a lot of water.
After a session, you may become very tired. That is normal, because your body has to work hard.
It is our experience to hold sessions every other day, so there is always one day rest in between.

Vegetotest
The Vegetotest is not a fortune-telling ingredient. Use Vegetotest C.

It can predict whether something is weakening or strengthening an organ or item.
According to VectorNLS, only a strengthening of more than 15% can be seen as strengthening.
So below 15%, it is to be regarded as weakening.

The numbers seen in the image after a scan, between 1 and 6, are NOT to be seen as a condition 
of health.
Only the Analysis (after pressing Test) gives an indication about health.
It is my opinion, that the numbers 1-6 are only there to give an indication whether a Correction 
does have an effect or not.
If there is no improvement in the Pathology, it is wise to check in the Microorganism department 
in order to find if there is a cause. Here a Vegetotest can help also.
Activate the line with a Microorganism, and do a Vegetotest.

Cup
The Diacom, VectorNLS and the LRIS do have a cup.

This cup is to be used in two different ways.

1. In this cup, one can place an item (a pill or whatever) and do a Vegetotest O for it.
One has to fill in the name of the item. And check the result with Analysis+.
Be aware that liquids in a brown bottle are shielded by this brown glass.
I use always transparent glass glasses with a thin bottom in the cup!

2. In the cup, one can make remedies or drugs.
I use brown bottles with a dropper. First I fill the bottle with water and added alcohol.
Than I empty the bottle in the transparent glass, and place the glass in the cup.
Next I run Reprinter, some five times.

Choosing remedy
With Reprinter, you can make you own remedy or drug.

But first you must determine what is your *goal*, your target.
What do you want to achieve?

Be aware that the scan of an item or organ scans only that organ. Not a disease!

If you want to improve an organ, you can do a Vegetotest on a number of allopathic or homeo-
pathic remedies.
I usually try 10 remedies for starters.
With Analysis+ you can see whether there is improvement (at least 15%) or not.
I use a cahier and write down the so found remedies with their strengthening percentages.
When you only want to improve this organ, make the medicine with the Reprinter.
But, before you start the Reprinter, when you have chosen the appropriate ingredient, allopathic or 
homeopathic, for making your medicine, it seems a good idea to check whether this ingredient 
does not produce adverse health effects on for example the liver, heart, and stomach. It is our 
experience, that self-made remedies or medicine’s are active for 6-8 hours after being taken.
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For example, I made a medicine for improving the *Heart Valve Section* of which the Veget-
otest shows an improvement of 60%. But checking showed a weakening for the liver of 32%, 
for the Ampulla of Vater Duct of 55%, for the Gall Bladder of 39%, and Stomach of 12%. 
Although it seems good for the Heart valves, it is bad for the rest of the body.
So a lot of checking is needed.

However, when you are interested in healing a special disease or ailment or whatever, you must 
check further.
Search the wanted disease in the organ. Sometimes it is good to check into other items who have a 
connection with this organ, and use the one, with the lowest value for this disease in the analysis.
Do the Vegetotest for 10 remedies for starters.
Now go back to the list where all the results of the Vegetotests are mentioned.
Click on each line, click on the Image, click on Test, click on Pathology, and look for the value of 
the disease there. Make a note of this value in your cahier behind the remedy.
When everything is checked, look in your cahier and choose the remedy which has raised the value 
of the disease to the highest level.
Now use that remedy to make your own medicine with Reprinter. Check against other organs!

Sometimes it may happen, that the value of the disease is raised high, although the strengthening 
of the organ is not so high in comparison to others.
Never mind that. Your goal was to improve a disease inside an organ.

Values Analysis
The values in the Analysis do have a meaning.

Under 0,100 should be treated immediately.
Under 0,425 should be treated. These values are coloured. They are supposed 90-95% accurate.
Over 0,800 can be seen as coming in the near future. Between 0,425 and 0,800 accuracy 70%.
Over 1,200 is normal.
And is coming in 3-5 years.

If you are in doubt, use Vegetotest.
Microorganisms with a value of less than 0,900 and are weakening in Vegetotest are affecting the 
organ negatively.
They should be treated with the Meta Correction in Destructive mode.

When the list of values appear, you can click on Adjust all.
It shows a certain progression.
If the value drops by more than 0,200 we have an indication that bacteria or disease is active and 
is progressing.
Run Vegetotest for confirmation.

Reprinter
Be aware that curves of the Allopathic and Homeopathic remedies in the Library are already 

in an inversed form. So you can use them right away.

All other items must be clicked on Inverse. So only in Inverse mode.
That way, you can make a medicine with Reprinter of a chosen disease or microorganism.

Other stuff like biochemicals, the body sees as chemicals. 
A hormone for example can be too much or too little.
Click on Autoscan.
The number 1-3 is not enough in the body.
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4 is normal and 5-7 is too much.
Use Vegetotest to confirm.
Of course, when using as a remedy, the item must be inversed.

I note also the value in the list of the remedy I used, in my cahier.
That way it is easier to look for it the next time you want to make a new medicine, after the nec-
cessary Vegetotest’s.
I do advise, that after a bottle of 50ml is empty, it is better to scan anew, and check if the drugs are 
still strengthening. Sometimes you do not need them any more, but are in need for other.

Analysis+
Analysis+ is a tool for comparison of two handling’s.

In some versions it is called Comparative Analysis

First you have to mark the line of the first scan.

Second you have to activate the line of the item you want to compare.
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But only activate, not marking. Then you can see below of it is strengthening or weakening.
In this example the Diuciphonum did strengthen the Pancreatic Acinus with 69%, according to 
the Vegetotest.

LRIS
The LRIS or 8D NLS is made in China.

I remember when my father laughed at a friend who had just bought a foto camera, a Topcon, made 
in Japan. He stated that only foto camera’s, made in Germany were of high quality.
Now we do know better.
The VectorNLS seems to be manufactured in Russia, although their sales and support office is in 
the USA; the LRIS or 8d NLS is manufactured in China.
I have several devices, made in China, and I have no complaints about quality. They function very 
well. The LRIS is using Vector Software, and works fine.

The difference between a VectorNLS and a LRIS is the large price difference.
Besides, the Chinese are much friendlier than the American Support Team.

It is not right to look at China with our Western eyes.
I can recommend the books by Kishore Mahbubani. He offers realistic explanations about Asia, its 
bright future and the decline of the West. He explains that over here many religious populations do 
live peacefully together and prosper.
See: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/kishore-mahbubani/when-america-becomes-numb_b_
4603125.html
Here in the West we have our mouth full of *democracy*. But if you look at Europe and the rapid 
staggering influence of *Brussels*, who is pick pocketing all the money of its inhabitants, and is 
making silly rules, and the grabbing of bankers, managers of large companies, and even the govern-
ment, a certain decadence is to be seen. Moral standards seem to have disappeared.
The economy in China is growing, and the Chinese do their best in producing good products.
We may criticize the civil rights, but what about the civil rights in Iraq, Libya, Egypt, etc. where the 
dominant dictators have been substituted with *democracy*, and ISIS? 
Out own civil rights are slowly reduced. The Netherlands has the highest number of phone taps 
worldwide.

Anyway, there is nothing against good Chinese quality products.
Do not forget, that China has a long history in using herbs, and acupuncture.
Many Western products, sold by Western companies as such, are labelled *Made in China*.
China has completed its first return mission to the moon. After flying around the moon, the un-
manned probe landed successfully in the grasslands of Mongolia. http://rt.com/news/201447-chi-
na-moon-orbiter-landing/

Deng Xiaoping once defined a pragmatism:
*It does not matter whether a cat is black or white; if it catches mice, it is a good cat*.
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YouTube video’s LRIS
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This is the special Headphone. 
The earcups contain a special sensor. 
They transmit and receive the frequencies from the 
head.

To the right is the cup. 
It has a large diameter, so it is easy to place a glass or 
bowl in.

Below is how it looks like when it is shielded against the longitudinal waves according to 
Gebbensleben.
For more info see the German Powerpoints by Gebbensleben and my images on:
http://www.milieuziektes.nl/Pagina600.html 
Electrosensitive persons may experience adverse health effects by those machines. 
They experience that with Diacom, Vector and LRIS as well.
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Quantum Entropy Logic-NLS
I do know a time, when computers were not known in everyday’s life.

When I ask my grand-daughter how long computers are present, she answers: *All my life!*.
The computer is the main part of the system. Without a computer working, the monitor keeps 
blank, the printer does not function, nor will the scanner. Pressing keys on the keyboard or moving 
the mouse will not show anything.
So the computer is the most important part, together with the operating system, memory, proces-
sor, etc.

Contrary to what many believe, all processes in our body are electrical, and many different frequen-
cies are used.
The French did use the Guillotine, because they knew, that by severing the head from the rest of the 
body, nothing worked any more.
So, our computer resides in our head. From there on, everything is steered.
If you have trouble with your big toe, it is known in the head.
With for example the RFI system, one can measure frequencies (in the MHz 
region) around 40 points around the body with a simple frequency counter. 
When one places these found values in the RFI computer program, it spits 
out aura colours with the appropriate meanings. At a distance of 5cm from 
the body is the health, and at a distance of 30cm, the psyche is found. I am 
not discussing the existence of aura’s, but mention the fact that our body has 
specific frequencies, which can be measured.

Over here, in Europe, when you have an idea, which is not conform the mainstream thinking, they 
want you to lock up in a psychiatric ward, and throw the keys away.
Not so in Russia. When you have an idea there, they help you, they support you and let institutes , 
universities and a lot of professors help and assist you. 
That is the reason why the Russians are so advanced in knowledge. They know more about frequen-
cies and radiation. Many years ago, the Russians had already much more stringent guide lines for 
elektrosmog radiation than in other parts of the world. They do know about the dangers.

Now a NLS system uses a special headphone, which can pick up frequencies in our head. The hard 
and software determines which frequencies belong to what part of the body.
The same headphone detects frequencies, but can administer also needed frequencies.
The NLS functions as a Bioresonance system.
It checks the balance of energy levels.
The big advantage is, that everything can be seen on the computer display. You can exactly see what 
you are doing.
A NLS system can make a diagnosis, whereby you can immediately see what is going on, what is 
happening now (and coming to happen in the near future) where it is happening and that you are 
able to treat it..
First you can handle a lot of things by the supplied bioresonance (Meta Correction) and as well with 
self made medicines; allopathic or homeopathic from a large library. You can even make a homeo-
pathic medicine by placing the curve of the disease or microorganism inversed in the liquid.

HOW NLS WORKS
The principles of Quantum Entropy Logic-NLS developed by modern day Russian sci-

entists reveal that biological structures have a bioenergy field that includes magnetic vortex oscil-
lations recorded on a matrix. Pathological biological processes have associated unstable magnetic 
vortex states (meta states). These same Russian scientists developed the technology to isolate and 
record the unstable magnetic vortex states associated with the corresponding biological processes. 
Vector-NLS is the most advanced Quantum Bioresonance Analysis and Therapy technology avail-
able today.
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Assessment of the body is due to resonant amplification of the magnetic vortex states. Each organ 
has a specific, frequency range of magnetic vortex states, which are displayed in chart form. Any 
biological process, whether healthy or pathological has very specific magnetic vortex oscillations. 
These are stored in the computer memory and take into account the severity, age, gender and other 
characteristics of the subjects.

The Vector NLS technology is classified as biofeedback technology. Data is collected by resonance 
amplification of the magnetic vortex states of the entire biofield matrix by using trigger sensors. By 
using a computer driven instrument in a safe, noninvasive, painless and effective way, information 
about the entire biofield matrix is displayed down to the level of the chromosome biofield.

The patient sits in front of the computer monitor and wears headphones for 15-30 minutes. During 
this time there is a collection of information about the state of his/her biofield. After this, various 
analyses are performed and summaries are displayed reflecting the energetic health of the patient. 
Colour icons show various degrees of unstable magnetic vortex states displayed on the computer 
screens virtual model.
The holistic professional compares the computer displays to the similarity of the reference biofield 
processes (healthy biofield, altered tissue biofield, infectious agent’s biofield) and identifies the clos-
est emerging biofield process or tendency.

We are dedicated to helping people restore their health, and prevent unnecessary degeneration, 
through the most advanced technology today. With a list of over 1000 biofield anatomy parts, de-
tailed descriptions of every pathological biofield process, virus and bacteria biofields, suggested herb 
biofields, remedy preparation tool, Meta-therapy, and many other parts, the Vector NLS is simply 
amazing in its accuracy and detail.

The ultimate goal will be to help you increase relaxation, relieve pain, increase cellular health and 
develop healthier, more comfortable life patterns while enhancing your biofield matrix. The chang-
es and possibilities will be up to you and your practitioner. 

HISTORY & DEVELOPMENT
Theoretical and experimental development of this technology started in the late 19th cen-

tury by a man named Nikola Tesla. It was further studied by scientist J. Lakhovsky, who experi-
mented with RF effects on animals and plants. Later, the American researcher R. Rife studied the 
effects of radio frequencies on humans. His analysis is included in the software of the Vector NLS 
systems.

The first biofield detection devices used manual data entry and manual detection. The biofield 
matrix detection actively involved the operator whose brain through the use of low-frequency vibra-
tions was tuned into and resonant with the biofield magnetic vortex states of the patient. In other 
words, the operator’s energetic state was coherently synchronous with the patients and had a sens-
ing-amplifying effect. Original results were reported by the deviation of the L-shaped frame in the 
hand of the operator on a special Fleyndera scale (this scale is tied into the analysis software of the 
current Vector Non-Linear System).

However, this method of biofield matrix detection was too subjective. This eventually led to the 
creation of the first electronic L-shaped frames called trigger sensors. Trigger sensors automatically 
sense the magnetic vortex states (biofield matrix information) of the patient. Developers fed these 
signals into a computer database until over 100,000 patients with over 1000 health processes had 
been analysed and stored in the database. Distant biofield matrix detection experiments were car-
ried out by VN Kravkov in the 20th century. Under the guidance of Prof. B. Togatova, biofield 
matrix detection experiments were also carried out on various semiconductor structures.
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The NLS method of analysis was developed at the Russian Institute of Practical Psychophysics. Eve-
ry organ and every cell has associated with it a biofield magnetic vortex state which is stored in the 
computer memory and can be displayed on the computer screen as a graph. These graphs represent 
the conditions of information exchange between the organ biofield and the environment. Every 
pathological process with distinctive age and sex has its own distinctive biofield graph stored in 
the computer memory. After reading the biofield frequency characteristics of a patient, the system 
compares the degree of their spectral similarity with biofields of healthy and pathologically affected 
subjects, or the biofields of infection agents, to obtain the closest biofield process or tendency. The 
culmination of all of this science led to the Vector NLS. The Vector is capable of detecting the bi-
ofield frequencies without human intervention, as well as, balancing the biofield imbalances.

QUANTUM ENTROPY THEORY & OPERATION PRINCIPLES

The Foundation of Quantum Entropy Logic Theory (Theodore Van Hoven, Nobel laureate and 
SP Nesterov) celebrated their 30 year anniversary in 2010. These are the scientists that ultimately 
developed the underlying theoretical framework and analysis methods used in quantum non-linear 
systems.
The operation principles of the Vector NLS system which belong to the biofeedback and “brain ma-
chines” class are based on fundamentals of Nesterov - Van Hoven quantum entropy logic theory.

According to quantum entropy logic theory informational exchange between systems is carried out 
distantly, associatively and selectively due to the quantum (biofields) magnetic vortex states having 
energy equal to the energy of a system’s elementary structure with destruction. Since E=MC2, if M 
is destroyed, it is converted to E. This E is the Entropy (disorder). Principles of entropy logic theory 
were confirmed in physical systems during informational exchange, where unstable magnetic vortex 
states developed when the possibility of their physical destruction was greatly increased.

Intensity of informational exchange between two exchanging systems A and B is increased when 
form of one of these systems is destroyed. So in health, when parts of the physical system are degen-
erating, being attacked by micro-organisms or dying is some way, their Entropy is increased and so 
are their associated unstable quantum (biofield) magnetic vortex states. The strength of any system 
is equal to amount of contained information in it. That is why destruction of one system’s (A) form 
with parallel information transferring to another system (B) represents information conservation 
law postulated by quantum entropy logic theory.

Entropy logic theory states that these are physically true only in cases where A and B systems are 
quantum and the aggregate of A and B can be described by one condition. This provides the pres-
ence of initially existing informational exchange preceding destruction of one system’s structures 
which within the context of entropy logic ties both parts together in single quantum system, because 
in corresponds to the Einstein - Podolsky - Rosen effect. So as an individual is both physical=A and 
it’s biofield=B (the quantum part,) together they form an aggregate that is one condition.

Quantum entropy logic theory allows us to clarify many details of fundamental psychophysical 
mechanisms which are used in long-range information transfer between two spatially diverse ob-
jects. The theory reveals mechanisms for forming associations, information selectivity and other 
exotic information transfer mechanisms.

The system operates on the basic principle of initiating signal amplification at the destruction 
of metastable structures. Where the physical structures are degenerative, the biofield is weaker. 
Under the influence of external electromagnetic fields of the headsets, the magnetic vortex states 
(moments) of the biofield associated with the molecular currents of the brain neurocytes lose their 
pristine orientation. This is equivalent to “ disorder of the spin frames of the delocalized electrons 
present in the degenerating physical structures , which is the reason of occurrence therein of unsta-
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ble magnetic vortex states. Disintegration plays the role of the amplifier in the initiated signal. From 
the physical point of view the system represents a system of magnetic oscillators (cadistors), resonat-
ing at a particular wavelength which energy is equal to the energy of destruction of the predominant 
biological links supporting the structural architecture of the examined organism. The information 
about a particular condition of a biological objects biofield is read non-invasively by a digital trigger 
sensor. Modern information technologies and microcircuitry detect the weak fluctuations of the 
signals, emanating out of the average statistical noise characteristics of the fields, and convert them 
into a digitally into the computer.

If, being based on the quantum chromokinetics rules, you present the entropy values of any system 
as colours of a spectrum, such colours will vary from light yellow (at minimum entropy values) 
through orange to red and purple, almost black (at maximum entropy values). Finer theoretical 
calculations performed by computer, allow signaling out a number of stationary conditions corre-
sponding to certain entropy potentials, selectively interacting with the emission spectrum.
By comparing the colour gamma of the icons and their location on the organ computer model, and 
also their time change dynamics, one can judge the processes of biofield weakening and the associ-
ated destruction of biological structures in stability time forecasts.

Each cell has its own energy of destruction typical for certain intercellular molecular linkages. By 
changing characteristics of the NLS cadistor radiation, one can cause destruction of intercellular 
structures links (and related spin orientations of bio-molecular combinations) of any cells of organ-
ism tissues.
It is natural that the more unstable and correspondingly more damaged condition the tissues have, 
the more pronounced the response will be according to quantum entropy logic theory.
At the same time scanning frequencies will coordinate position of response which together with 
value of response will draw general geometry of accumulated damages in an organism. As soon as 
response is located by operation of psychophysical phenomena, we additionally introduce a number 
of physical forces activating brain functions of investigated persons, and also adjust it resonantly 
(visualization of located organs on a screen of a computer, using the association principle).

Accuracy
The foremost question that arises when giving consideration to the Vector device is how 

the device differs from the hundreds of other devices already being sold on the market. While all 
companies try to convince people that there is some huge difference in the function of their de-
vices, the truth is that they all function according to similar principles. The Vector is considered a 
biofeedback device and the most significant difference in biofeedback devices is the methodology 
in which the diagnosis is being conducted. Some devices work with radio frequencies while others 
gather information from the pulse and moisture present in the skin. The Vector, however, functions 
in the realm of processing information within the electromagnetic field while also incorporating 
other methods of Analysis.

The Vector is designed to provide the most accurate diagnostic results because it focuses on the 
source, the brain, therefore, the mind is where we begin accumulating information on the changes 
that occur in the body. The sensors in the headphones placed on the ears of the subject will trigger 
the brain to communicate the frequencies that occur within the body. Each and every change at 
the cellular level will be detected and identified, whether the challenge is a bacteria, virus, parasite, 
or any dis-ease manifestation or biochemical being, it will be detected by recognition of its unique 
frequency/signature and be identified by name and development stage.

The Vector employs a treatment method designed to strengthen the body and enhance the body’s 
natural recovery to health. The combination of such healing modalities as acupuncture, iridology, 
aura detection and others enhance the device’s accuracy of diagnosis. Making use of this device af-
fords the practitioner and client an opportunity similar to one-stop-shopping; visiting the specialist 
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for an entire analysis and not having to wait weeks for the results.
The focus is the diagnostic portion, and everything that is spiritual, emotional or mental becomes 
secondary. Our bodies are incredible, and of course the healing of one’s body has everything to do 
with the faith and health of a strong mind. Vector establishes the foundation for success by initially 
determining where focus should be placed, and only then does the support for healing commence. 
Vector devices do not work at a distance or non-locally. Our analysis is 92%-98% accurate because 
the program allows the operator to research locally and in detail. The sensors in the headphones are 
designed to accurately recognize specific frequencies while the patient/client is present.

Most biofeedback equipment operates on a similar principle; detailed software aids in providing 
the most accurate analysis and the sensors identify the specific frequencies which helps in the re-
turn to good health. Compared to other devices on the market, the Vector appears to be the most 
user friendly device that provides exemplary accuracy. With its ease of simplicity, it is designed to 
be used by anyone, practitioner or non-practitioner; anyone who takes a proactive approach and 
strives for good health and well-being.

On the Russian VectorNLS website, there is a table about the accuracy of the VectorNLS system 
compared to conventional systems used in hospitals.

The values under Analysis below 0,425 should be 98% accurate.
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On the American VectorNLS website, a document shows comparisons of different medical scans.
See about Ultrasound: http://www.hetbitje.nl/forum/cwu.pdf
It came to my attention that the images of the kidney in this document did not resemble the ones 
I saw in the Vector software.
Out of curiosity, I asked Vector Support, who did make this document, but got an evasive answer. 
*I had to mind my own business*.
A. The kidney image in this Vector document: Here the kidney has also the adrenal or suprarenal 
gland attached.
B. The kidney image in the Vector software: No adrenal attached.
C. The kidney image in the Diacom software: Not used, but present in the image-database list.
So, it may be possible that this document was published by Diacom and not VectorNLS?
Certainly, Vector Support does not like clients who look a bit further.

       A     B    C

Vector background
At the present time, science and society are imposing an information overload on the in-

ternet, which is causing people to be drowning in a sea of confusion and information. A century 
ago, a diagnosis required a doctor’s medical observation. Today, the doctor insists on numerous 
studies and expensive research. And even with such extensive research, the question that begs to be 
asked is whether doctors are making proper use of the gathered information to arrive at an accurate 
diagnosis. Some, however, may contend that it is possible that a diagnosis may be achieved by an 
unexplainable feeling called “intuition”.

Modern science has invested many years of research and investigation into the topic of intuition and 
clairvoyance and, in the recent past, it is now felt that the phenomenon, through scientific research, 
can be revealed. Research corroborates that through very low electromagnetic frequency, vibrations 
transmit information within the human body and brain, which generally bypass the senses. Of the 
10 million sources of information recognizing only one, the main source of information remains in 
the subconscious. Information is extracted from the sphere of the subconscious spontaneously and 
through altered states of consciousness, such as hypnosis, dreaming, meditation, or through the use 
of psychotropic drugs. Research has discovered that the entire world is profoundly interconnected 
through a set of information signals. Therefore, techniques allowing the gathering of information 
from the sphere of the subconscious have become priorities in the development of science.

The result of extensive investigation conducted in the field of the flow of energy information has 
made possible the creation of innovative equipment that exceeds the previously-conceived barrier 
between the conscious and subconscious. This analytical process, which has been the mission of 
many researchers, is now able to provide more information about the environment and the world 
in which we live. In its infancy, this research has produced devices that were considered classified 
information, which was shared with only a few elite individuals. As time passed, the veil of secrecy 
was removed and more people we educated as to the effects of the possibilities of the vast quantum 
universe. Further research and collaboration has given birth to new devices that are known as “brain 
machines” or psycho-physical amplifiers (metatrons).
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Main Areas of Focus for Application of the “Brain Machines”
Devices classified as “brain machines” have been successfully employed in the fields of fi-

nancial and social forecasting and in areas involving medical Analysis. The new devices have greatly 
enhanced many aspects of our lives and have not only brought together various diverse arenas in 
natural medicine, but have also been inherently responsible for creating a qualitative and quanti-
tative leap in methodology, Analysis accuracy, and more accurate management of the state of the 
organism.

Research that gave impetus to the creation of such equipment began in 1917 by a man named 
Nikola Tesla and continued by many more scientists, among them, J. Lakhovsky, who studied the 
effect of radio frequencies on animals and plants. Then American researcher, Royal Rife, followed 
in the study and documentation of the beneficial nature of frequencies applied to certain diseases 
conditions. Rife’s expertise and theory is integrated in many of these new devices including the Vec-
tor NLS. In 1950, Reinhold Voll, a German medical doctor, discovered and developed a system for 
electro-testing of acupuncture points of the human body. Voll employed the first primitive device 
for investigation of the energy-body state. The study provided insight into the presence of inflam-
mation, degeneration, and atrophy with regard to the relevant body systems. Another extensively 
employed method of energy-analysis involves a method called aura-analysis, which is measured by 
the use of Kirlian photography. An aura is the electromagnetic field that surrounds every living be-
ing and is manifested in the physical field by electrically charged objects that represent themselves as 
different colors that surround the body. This electromagnetic field can provide information regard-
ing a person’s emotional state, the quality of consciousness and will determine the level of health 
regarding an individual organ and organ systems.
The early NLS-Analysis tools will evaluate the state of the bio-energy of each body system individu-
ally. The results obtained will be represented both in a visual form that will display the topography 
of a lesion and in a graphical form. Results presented in this manner allow a practitioner to view 
changes occurring in body tissue, which helps to determine the characteristics of injury (inflam-
mation or destruction), generally allowing for more precision diagnosing. The investigation is con-
ducted through the amplification of radiation.

The first devices that were developed required manual data input, which means that the diagnosis 
actively involved the researcher, whose brain, through the use of low-frequency vibrations, became 
more sensitive and interactive with the radiation of the patient. In other words, earlier devices would 
compromise both the patient’s and practitioner’s health with exposure to higher levels of radiation. 
Results have been reported by the deviation of the L-shaped frame in the hand of the operator via 
use of a special scale called a Fleyndera (scale is in the Analysis module of the program).

This method of examination and study, however, was far too subjective and was considered unsafe 
for the health of the operator. This led to the creation of trigger sensors that provide automatic en-
try of information about the health of the patient, which, therefore, is entered into the computer. 
For the first time, there was the measurement of distant or non-local effects of the interaction of 
objects, both animate and inanimate in nature, meaning that a transmission from person-to-car was 
registered in the experiments of VN Kravkov in the 20th of century. Under the guidance of Prof. 
B. Togatova, the impact of bio-operators has been studied using various semiconductors. Science 
has proven that the human brain, without the aid of wires, can affect the sensitive sensor in the 
Vector device. Via the use of remote biofeedback equipment and telemetry devices, developers have 
designed equipment that perceives brain activity of the operator or the subject, depending upon 
the objectives of the study, wherein the devices have converted this information into a sequence of 
pulses by using a special trigger sensor. The human brain will receive a signal regarding the need 
to test one or more organs of the body, which signal is displayed on the computer monitor and 
is captured in the headphones of subject. The signal represents a series of electromagnetic oscilla-
tions characteristic of healthy organs. Every human body possesses its own particular spectrum of 
electromagnetic oscillations. The question regarding the state of the health can be explored, and in 
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response to a question, the subject’s brain provides an answer, which is then perceived by the sen-
sors. The outcome represents the state of the body organism.

The Vector provides a response with no use of radiation. The communication is simple, effective, 
and information gathered about the organs provides an accurate analysis, thus enabling the recogni-
tion of changes at the cellular level prior to the manifestation of a serious illness.

Vector features
FEATURES DESCRIPTION:

The Vector program combines features of many people’s preferences. Emotions, health issues, pains, 
and suggestions to a healthier you are some of the features included. What makes Vector different 
is the combination of many functions:
Biofield Imbalance Analysis:

Energy of a person’s core
Organ biofields
Pathomorphology energies
Microorganisms (parasites, bacteria & viruses)
Individual biofields compared to disease biofields
Geo-pollution pathogen biofields
Vaccination biofields
Allergen irritants
Food imbalances
Ninety metals
Biochemical homeostasis
Fears & Emotions
Biofield weakness
Impact on the environment
Implant energies
Allopathy
Biofield Balancing Actions:

Meta-Therapy, remedies by inverting stress frequencies
Homeopathy remedies
Bioidentical hormone energies
Bach Flower energies
Herb Energies
Phytotherapy energies
Bioresonance balancing
Inverting Vaccination frequencies
Therapeutic cosmetology
Crystal stone therapy
Stimulates & energizes
Organic preparations
Fears & Emotions
Remedy Analysis &/or Balancing

Spring Health
Nutrilite
Tianshi group
Trocadero
Vision - Program 23
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Megeric
Nutripower
INS
Glorion
Art Life
Herbalife
Argo
Vita Max
NSP
Dr.Nona
Schüssler Salts
Bioenergetics
Vaccine strains
Regena therapy
Nosodes
Metallnosoden
Materialnosoden
Organpraparate
Neuraltherapeutika
Lymphmittel
Nutricevtics & paraphaemaceuticals
Nosoligical forms
Alternative Health Evaluations:

Zodiac description leaning toward a certain health issues
Birth date helps the accuracy of the biofield analysis
500 names of biofield organs and organisms
Facial clues of imbalances
Tongue clues of imbalances
Main Analysis Functions:

Anatomy biofield energies 1 - 6 displayed
Red & blue display of hyper & hypo biofield charges
Etalon coefficients of biofield pathomorphologies
Entropy (disorder) analysis valuations 1 - 7
Vegeto test to indicate best coping frequencies/remedies
Micro-organism biofield analysis

In the latest Vector updates, some features have been left out, like f.e. the Schüssler salts. 
And the Iriscopy does not work.
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